Abstract: The issue in
In the notes he added to The Waste Land, Eliot described Tiresias as "the most important personage in the poem, unifying all the rest. " The mythological figure, "a mere spectator and not indeed a 'character' , " appears in the sexually charged third section, "The Fire Sermon, " at the poem's geographical center, and functions as a "compound" of male and female; having thus "foresuffered all, " he can, from observing, "foretell" all that will happen, and not happen.
1
As a "unifying" figure, Tiresias anticipates, while rhyming with, the "familiar compound ghost" that appears at an equally pivotal moment in "Little Gidding, " the last of Four Quartets. On the bombed-out streets of London in the dawning light, the ghost recalls the situation with which "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" opens: "Let us go then, you and I. "
2 Indeed, Eliot renders the appearance of the ghost there as an enigma. Mentioning first the "eyes" (about which more directly), Eliot refers to him as a paradox (echoing in that regard the "Lady of silences" in Ash-Wednesday: Six Poems): "intimate and unidentifiable. "
3 Like so much else in Four Quartets, the passage relies on "two and two, " whether a "necessarye coniunction" or whatever. The passage also rhymes with the description of Incarnation (minus the) in "The Dry Salvages" and returns us to the depiction of "daunsinge" and the entailed "association" and "concorde" in "East Coker"; encountering that paradox incarnate (as it were), the speaker reports, assuming "a double part. " He then hears another voice asking whether "you" are "here. " The speaker tells us that "we" were not there. He also reports that he was "still the same, " "Knowing myself yet being someone other. " "He, " meanwhile, had "a face still forming, " and the speaker adds that "the words" somehow "sufficed / To compel the recognition they preceded. " Thus time is confounded, and paradox abounds: we end with the declaration that they-whoever and whatever-were "Too strange to each other for misunderstanding. . . . " I think, inevitably I believe, of an enigmatic passage-one of many-in The Waste Land, specifically, in "What the Thunder Said. " Here, though, "two" quickly and quietly expands to "three": the speaker here wants to know who is "the third" that is always walking beside "you. " When he counts, he says, he finds "only you and I together. " Yet when he looks "ahead up the white road, " he sees "another" there walking "beside
